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PJ-274

Time :3 Hours
Insfiielons : (i) Answer eng lhue questions.

(iil All qtestions earry equalmarks.

(a) State and prove Schrod.er_Bernstein theorem.

(b) With usual notations plsys 21o : s.

3. (a) If (X, d) is a metric space then
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1. (a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

show that if X is an infinite set and.rireX then x-{ra} is also an infiniteset.  v \u '  

4+4+6
Prove that a set X is finite-if and only if X=e or X is in one_onecorrespondence with Nt:{1, 2, ,...,k) for same keI[.
Define a denumerable set. prove that every subset of a denumerableset is either finite or denumerable.

Max. Marks:7O

ttre following are equivalent :

every convergent sequence has a unique

show tlrat p(x,0: 
ffi 

v x, ye X is

5+5+4

2.

(b)

a metric space.

Show that in a metric space
(i) X-A is open

(ii) d(A)cA for arry A cX
Show that in a meFic space,
limit.

4. (a) State and Prove Baire Category theorem.
(b) Show that C(X, R), the collection of all continuous boundedfrom a metric space X into R is a complete metric sp;;;.--'

8+6
mappings
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5 . (a)

2 lffiilltlilllflilf]lflflllfl
Prove that every superset ofa neighbourhood ofa point is a neighbourhoodand intets6ction oi two neighboir.frooa"-i-"*" neighbourhooa] 

--- 

S+S+4
(b)

(c)

Let A be any subset of (X, y). Then prove that
Prove for any subsets A and B of a topological
eue='AuB

o": (A ) , where A,=X*A.

space (X, y),

6' (a) prove that a llgtion /: X--ry is continuous at x if and onry if for every g+6neighbourhood V of /(.rJ, y_ rlrj i" a neighbourh;;i;. Ftrther, provethat f : X-+y is continuous ir'LJ_onrv fi i";;;l'$r, 
""." 

are open.(b) show that a biiective tunction /: X+y is a homeomofir*ro if and onry
if ,f(A):/(Ai for any set AGX.

7. (a)
(b)
(c)

State and prove pasting lemma.
Show that the closure of a connected set is connected.
show that continuous image of 

" "orrrr."t.d set is connected.

E' (a) 
3:^fr,: ii#;:llected 

space. show that a path connected space
(b) 

:fi:il:i: 
a continuous image of a path connected. space

(c) Defrne Components. prove that components are always closed.

5+5+4

1S

5+4+s
is path

-oOo-
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5. (a)

(a)

{a)
(b)
(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

(c)

lltililt llil |llf llflt ltill ilt ffl
ko:: ft11 every superset of a neighbourhood. of a point is a neighbourhoodand intbiS€ction of two neighboirhoods is-a neighbourhood] s+S+4
Let A be any subset of (X, y). Then prove that A0= (A,)', wfr.r. A,:X _A.
Prove for any subsets A and B of a topological space (X, y),
AUB:AuB

6. Prove that afunction/: X__rJ is continuous a! xiland onlyif for every g+6neighbourhood V of f (4, f 
- 
.l-{lcl is a ,reighbourhood or 

". 
r,r.trr.r, p.ou"thatf : X-rY is continuous if'and onlyiiinr".""" of open sets are open.Show that a bliective funcdon f : X+y is a homeomorphism if and only

if f(A):/(A) for any set AcX.

(b)

7. State and Prove pasting lemma.
Show that the closure of a connected set is
Show that continuous image of a connected

Define a Path connected space. Show that aalways connected.
Prove that a continuous image of a path
connected.
Define Components. prove tJeat components

5+5+4

connected.
set is connected.

path connected space is
5+4+5

connected space is path

are always closed.

E.
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